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ABSTRACT

John Berger is well known to a certain segment of

the general public. ~specially in England and Europe. for

his critical art essays and reviews. and is thought of as

a populist of aesthetics.

This thesis constitutes th~ first comprehensive

examination of Berger's fiction. It treats Berger as a

thinker and a writer-- not simply as a populist of

aesthetics-- and therefore broadens the context in which

he is usually considered. Chapter One provides an

overview of Berger's methodology and aesthetlc. Chapter

Two examines his first three novels in terms of his

empathetic response to the class of people with which

these novels are concerned. the nature of the dream as

manifest in these novels. and Berger's concept of the

heroic. Chapter Three is a close reading of ~ and the

theories of time it sets forth. Chapter Four considers

the views of memory and experience in Berger's last two

works of fiction. and the reasons for his turning to

traditional narrative form. The work as a whole traces

Berger's struggle to get "close to the face of

experience".

By examining each of Berger's works of fiction to

determine both how each is informed by his critical

perspective and ideology and how each manifests a stage

in his evolution as a writer and thinker. this thesis
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makes the claim that Berger deserves as much recognition

for his creative writing as he has received for his

(distinctly creative) criticism. This work maintains

that though hiR fiction moves increasingly in the

direction of philosophical speculation. it loses none of

its political impact.
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Introduction

Berger's long career--he has published works

spanning over thirty years--has involved a combining of

the roles of critic and creative writer. He was born in

1926. and was. in his early twenties. a student of both

art and communism. He worked. in the late 1940s and

early 1950s. with both the Communist Party (of which he

was not a member) and the Artists International

Association. By the time Berger became a public figure.

he was propounding a non-orthodox Marxism. He first

gained wide public attention as a critic of art and

culture when he was the regular art critic for New

Statesman during the years 1952 to 1962. The Observer.

The Tribune. New Society. and The Labour Monthly were

among the other journals and newspapers for which he

wrote and reviewed throughout the 1960s and 1970s.

In 1956. Berger identified himself as a political

propagandist. and was gaining notoriety for his abrasive

Journalism. He often denounced what he encountered all

around him as "self-willed ignorance". a period of which.

he claimed in 1966. British society was "officially

entering" ("Greetings" The Labour Monthly. July 1966:

342) . His strident and direct prose style and his often

hostile reviews of exhibitions during these years ensured
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responses from others in the art world and initiated

important debates with them. one of which prompted him to

publish a declaration of his aims:

All my life I have been passionately concerned
with painting. Besides practising as a painter. I
have tried to think about and for art. But I have
tried to think beyond the painter's brush: and. as
a consequence. it has been my concern for art
which has largely led to my general political and
social convictions. Far from my dragging politics
into art. art has dragged me into politics. (New
Statesman 4 April. 1953: 399-400)

Berger always maintained that his perspective was

informed by his primary loyalty to painting. He wro~e in

1956: II my heart and eye have remained those of a

painter" (as quoted. Ways of Telling. unidentified

source). He exhibited his own paintings briefly. once in

the Artists International August 1950 exhibit. Berger's

articles during the 1950s and 1960s. and his first books

of art criticism-- Permanent Red (a 1960 collection of

articles). The Success and Failure of Picasso (1965). The

Moment of Cubism (a 1969 collection of articles). Art and

Revolution (1969)-- made such an impression on the public

and broke such new ground. that Peter Levi declared. in

1969: "John B03rger practically alone has made [art

criticism] in English a life-giving and humanly serious

subject" (Times Literary Supplement. 8 May 1969: 490).

Though Berger's articles and reviews were concerned

mainly with the context of the production and exhibl,ion

of art. the relationship between the public ~nd art. and

the ways in which particular periods and pieces of art
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should be viewed. he alao reflected on--and still

refl~cts on-- such diverse topics as war. buildings.

cities. and "motorcycle scrambling ... (in an article]

provoked by the death of the racer Brian Stonebridge"

(McMahon's unpublished bibliographical entry on "The

Hero" New Statesman 14 Nov. 1959: 658).

In the 1950s. Berger could be heard on British

radio. and throughout the 1960s and 1970s. he could be

seen on British television. His most widely known book.

Ways of Seeing. which broadened the context in which art

was considered. began as a series of four programmes.

televised in 1972. Ways of Seeing materialized Berger's

consistent argument that art should be considered in

broader terms than simply art (New Statesman 14 March

1953: 297). It was a collaborative effort. as were

several of his subsequent publications. television

programmes. and exhibitions. The most sustained of his

collaborative relationships have been with his friend.

photQgrapher Jean Mohr--in Another Way of Telli..n.fr. A

Fortunate Man. A Seventh Man-- and with Swiss filn~aker

Alain Tanner. He describes his work with Mohr as an

effort to "un-isolate particular experiences or

experiences of one class ... to un-isolate learning and

teaching; to un-isolate the experience of specialists.

that is to say a photographer. or a writer. or the viewer

of an exhibition" (Willis 29). With Tanner he has

written the scripts for the documentary A City at
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Chandiqarh (1968), and for the feature films The

Salamander (1971), The Middle of the World (1974), and

Jonah Who Will Be 25 in the Year 2000 (1976). which

Berger describes as about the "counterpoint of hope and

real ism" ("The Screenwri ter ae Coll abora tor" 16). The

idea of collaborative publishing was at the heart of the

founding, in 1974, of the Writers and Readers PUblishing

Cooperative. Concerned to 'un-isolate' control over th~

publication of buoks. Berger helped to found this

cooperative, along with Arnold Wesker. Chris Searle. Sian

Williams. Glen Thompson. and Richard and Lisa

Appignanesi.

Over the last thirty years. Berger has written six

novels. which he prefers not be categorized as fiction.

Berger consistently pronounced that art should have th~

qualities of clarity, rationality. affirmat.iveness. arlti

formal ism. and particularly real ism. He has strlven tor

these same qualities in his fiction. just as he has

carried over into his fiction from his critit::lsrn hlS

fundamental assertion that nothing be considered in

isolation. Most of his novels are grounded in works of

non-fiction pUblished at roughly the same time as the

novels to which they relate.

His first novel, A Painter of Our Time. published in

arose out of Berger's art critical essays of the

and out of his experiences with people he knew in

art world, particularly emigre artists Peter Peri
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(see LT 61) and Frederick Antal. In 1951, Berger wrote:

"The problem of the redundant artist ... is not merely an

~conomic one. A painter needs a social context in which

to work. as a spider needs a structure from which to spin

its web" (Tribune 22 March 1951: 26). A Painter of Our

~ sets Hungarian painter Janos Lavin's ideals--both

artistic and political-- against modern London's cynical

and opportunist art business, with which he must deal.

and explores his isolation --even from those he is

closest to-- as an exile with no suitable social context

in which to work. Berger seems to have created Lavin as

the true lover of art-- every aspect of whose life is

tied up with his work as a painter-- that he claimed. in

1967. he had failed to find: "For 20 years I have

searched like Diogenes for a true lover of art ... I never

found one" (New Society 26 Oct. 1967: 558).

With his next novel. The Foot of Clive, published in

1962. Berger departs permanently from the world of art in

his fiction. In a more disjointed and fantastic style

than he had ever employed before. he dramatizes the

minutia of the daily actions and the subcorscious

ImpUlses of six men from across the class strata who. for

various reasons, are in the hospital ward of Clive, cut

off from society. The ward. a microcosm of British

society. comes ~live with the fears and hopes of these

men as they weigh e~ch other, the presence in their midst

of a murderer who needs medical attention. and th~ir
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prospects in the lives they lead outside of the ward.

Corker's Freedom. published in 1964. foreshadowB A

Fortunate Man. Berger's moat moving work of non-fiction.

which examinea the context for the relationship between a

rural community's doctor and his patients. The tragic

irony of Dr. Sassall'a 'privilege' over his culturally

disadvantaged patients becomes clear through Berger'~

examination of his utter "sense of inadequacy" (132) in

the face of physical and psychological suffering. And

through an examination of the rural people's cultur~l

limitations and their great need for the intimate caring

that Sassall offers. the book posits the tragedy that is

modern society's devalu~tion of human life. In ~

Fortunate Man. Berger describes the situation of

"wholesale cultural deprivation" (98); in Corker's

Freedom. as he says in A Fortunate Man. he illuminates

the situation. He does this mainly by examining the

consequences of this deprivation for one particular

individual. Corker. the owner of an employment agency and

a self-proclaimed 'traveller'. Corker's Freedom traces

several days in Corker's awakening to what he feels to be

his true potential-- to become knowledgeable and to

educate people in the ways of 'the good life'-- and his

struggle to liberate himself from his sister and from his

society's expectations of him. The novel traces this

primarily through a depiction of the contours of Corker's

self-consciousness.








































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































